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This is a guest post from Richard P Allan, who is a professor in the Department of Meteorology at the University of Reading/UK. He is a lead investigator
of the DEEP-C project and tweets at @rpallanuk . This guest post reflects one interpretation of this expansive topic, which like all cutting-edge science, will
be revised and updated as new observations and analysis arise.
It is well known that the surface has warmed over the past few decades, primarily in response to rising concentrations of greenhouse gases. ENSO
variability and other natural factors, have additionally contributed toward year-to-year fluctuations about this warming trend (dark red line in Figure 1).
Strong El Niño events add a few tenths of a degree Celsius to the global average surface temperatures. However, there has recently been an observed
slowing in the rate of surface warming (compare the red and orange trend lines in Figure 1) which may be related in part to a greater number of cold La Niñ
a events in the 2000s compared to previous decades (see article by Climate.gov).

Figure 1: Observed changes in global annual average surface temperature relative to 1961-1990 from the HadCRUTv4 dataset which is updated to account for gaps in data cover
age (version 2.0 Long Reconstruction). The temperature difference is compared with 1961-1990 average using data from Cowtan & Way (2014). The rate of warming from 19702013 (red trend line) is larger than the rate of warming between 1998-2013 (orange line).

On its own, though, ENSO is only part of the story, and it cannot fully explain how and why extra heat trapped by rising greenhouse gas concentrations is
unable to raise surface temperatures; recent research indicates that, if anything, the Earth is gaining heat at an increasing rate. How can warming at
Earth’s surface have slowed when energy accumulation is becoming larger? The role of our oceans is central in answering this.

Where is the increasing heat coming from?
As greenhouse gas concentrations continue to rise, infra-red radiative cooling by the surface and the atmosphere (1) to space becomes less effective. This
sends the planet out of balance, with more energy arriving through absorbed sunlight than leaving through infra-red radiation. Or to put simply, more
energy stays on our planet than leaves, which results in the Earth warming. The heating effect is modified by knock-on effects which amplify or reduce
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climate change through vicious cycles or "feedbacks."
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For example, as the atmosphere warms, observations and basic physics agree that the atmospheric moisture content increases. This enhances the
strength of the greenhouse effect, and therefore the overall heating effect, still further. Inexorable rises in greenhouse gas concentrations have driven a
radiative imbalance leading to global warming at the surface, which has been amplified by the associated increases in atmospheric moisture. These
processes are crucial in explaining rapid global climate change during my lifetime.

So where is the recent surface warming?
While ENSO influences Earth's overall heating rate and global surface temperatures from year to year (Figures 1-2), what explains the diminishing rate of
surface warming over the longer period from the 1990s to the 2000s? A number of small volcanic eruptions (which make the planet reflect more sunlight)
and a slightly weaker sun in the 2000s compared to the late 1990s are thought to have offset some of the heating effect of rising greenhouse gas
concentrations. However, our recent analysis of satellite data, ocean measurements and detailed simulations (see Figure 2) indicates that Earth's heating
rate has not diminished over the period 1985-2012. And if anything it has increased. Currently heat is accumulating at a rate approximately equivalent to
every person worldwide using 20 tea kettles each to continuously boil the oceans. That's a big tea party.

Figure 2: Changes in Earth's yearly average heating rate in observations and simulations 1985-2013 (adapted from Allan et al., 2014). Shown here are an average of 9 simulations
which applied observed surface temperatures and were adjusted to match the observed average heating rate over the 2005-2010 period. Earth loses heat following large volcanic
eruptions such as Mt. Pinatubo in 1991 which injected aerosol particles into the stratosphere, reflecting more of the incoming sunlight back to space. Also important are changes
in ocean circulation associated with ENSO: during the strongest El Niño events, such as 1997/8, warm ocean surface waters heat the atmosphere and more thermal infra-red
radiation is emitted to space (there is a lag between the peak of the El Niño and the decrease in the heating rate of the planet) . Conversely, during La Niña events colder
conditions in the east Pacific generally lead to a reduced rate at which energy is lost from the global oceans causing a greater overall heating rate of the planet (see above).

As we all know from boiling up a pan of vegetables for dinner, you have to put in quite a bit of energy to raise the temperature of water: approximately
4,000 Joules to heat a kilogram of water by 1 degree Celsius. And it turns out that Earth's capacity to take up heat is primarily determined by our vast
oceans, all 1.4 billion billion tons of them (1.4×1021kg) (2). But only the upper layers of the ocean are well mixed over the course of a year or a decade.
Exchanging energy between the surface layers and the deep sea (defined here as depths below 700 meters (2,300 feet)) can be a glacially slow processes
for much of ocean.
Observations and simulations demonstrate that the upper ocean has warmed up much more than deeper layers (in fact, a recent study indicates that
observed warming in the upper 700 meters, shown in Figure 3, has been underestimated in the Southern hemisphere due to the sparse distribution of
measurements). Some parts of the deep abyss (down below 4 kilometres, or 2.5 miles) may even be cooling and an evaluation of current satellite data and
ocean measurements cannot detect a significant warming and associated contribution to sea level rise from layers deeper than 2000 meters (1.2 miles);
many parts of the deep oceans are apparently still blissfully unaware that anything untoward is occurring at the surface!

What explains slowing rates of surface warming?
Recent research indicates that fluctuations within the ocean, operating over longer timescales and at greater depth than the circulation changes associated
with ENSO, are stealing some of the heat from the surface layers, thereby depriving the atmosphere of the warmth from the ocean surface. Changes in
the Pacific and Atlantic oceans have been implicated as prime suspects. Strengthening trade winds in the Pacific, blowing from east to west associated
with a La Niña-like enhanced Walker circulation, have been linked to a well-studied decade to decade variability called the Pacific Decadal Oscillation. This
appears to be the driving force in burying heat just a few hundred metres below the sea surface.
It has recently been suggested, however, that the unusual conditions in the Pacific have been driven by the Atlantic Ocean as part of a change in the global
ocean circulation, causing accelerated heat uptake at deeper levels in the North Atlantic and Southern Oceans. These ocean basins are
fully interconnected and recent unusual changes in the tropics also influence weather patterns in remote locations such as across Europe and the
Arctic which are connected by “bridges” in the atmosphere. In such a complicated system it can, however, be all too easy to conclude that the tail is waggin
g the dog.
It has been long appreciated that surface temperatures will not rise smoothly in response to increasing greenhouse gas concentrations; other heating and
cooling factors including changes in the sun, volcanic eruptions and particle "aerosol" pollution influence Earth's overall heating rate. And natural
fluctuations within our vast oceans from one decade to the next determine what proportion of that heat warms the surface layers and what part is gobbled
up by deeper levels. While a lot of the focus on ocean circulation revolves around ENSO, it is important to note there is much more that goes on within the
vast oceans that can affect our climate.
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Figure 3: Top: Depth-averaged temperature trends (in degrees Celsius per decade) in the upper 700 metres of the ocean for 1971-2010 (colours). Bottom: Observed warming rate
(in degrees Celsius per decade) in the upper 700 metres of the ocean averaged over lines of latitude for the period 1971-2010 (colours) with average ocean temperature also
shown (black contour lines in degrees Celsius) [Source: IPCC (2013) Working Group 1 assessment report, Figure 3.1]. Variability in ocean circulation associated with ENSO
generally affects the way heat is mixed in the upper few hundred metres of the ocean (a recent analysis indicates that 85% of the year to year variability in sea level change due to
thermal expansion of the upper 2000m of the ocean is explained by the upper 700m depth).

A further intriguing question is can climate models realistically simulate ocean variability and heat uptake over a range of time-scales? Plus, it is yet to be
established whether the unusual circulation patterns of the atmosphere and ocean are part of a natural fluctuation or whether greenhouse gas forcing has
also played a role in generating unusual oceanic conditions. Understanding these processes is vital in gauging the likely rates of global and regional warmi
ng associated with human activities, important for how we plan for and adapt to future climatic change. These are important topics of research being
tackled by hundreds of scientists worldwide as detailed in the latest comprehensive assessment by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and
as documented by the growing pile of journal articles steadily accumulating... just like heat in the oceans.

FOOTNOTES
(1) In order to stay in energy balance, the earth must emit energy equal to that which is absorbed from the sun. The process in which the Earth’s surface
and atmosphere emit energy back to space is referred to as infra-red radiative cooling as our planet is “losing” heat. Greenhouse gases act to reduce the
amount of energy that is emitted back to space by Earth, leaving more heat within the atmosphere, land and, in particular, the oceans, resulting in an
imbalance as more energy from the sun is absorbed by the Earth than is emitted back to space.
(2) If the heat currently accumulating was distributed evenly throughout the oceans, the temperatures of the entire ocean, including the sea surface, would
rise by a paltry 0.017 degrees Celsius each decade. Observations show that the Earth is heating at 0.6 Watts per square metre and since the global
surface area is 5.1×1014square metres, the buildup of energy is about 3×1014Joules per second which is 9.5×1022Joules per decade. Making a rough
approximation, assuming the specific heat capacity of sea water is about 3,900 Joules per kg per degrees Celsius and the total mass of the oceans is 1.4×
1021kg this would mean that it would take 5.5×1024Joules (5.5 trillion trillion Joules) to heat the entire ocean by 1 degrees Celsius (1.8 degrees F). Then
we simply divide the heating rate (9.5×1022Joules per decade) by 5.5×1024Joules per degrees Celsius to get 0.017 degrees Celsius per decade (so it
would take about 600 years to raise the temperature by 1 degrees Celsius). In reality most of this energy has been heating the upper few hundred metres
(see Figure 3 above), explaining why temperatures have been rising at around ten times this rate since 1970.
-- Tom Di Liberto, lead reviewer

REFERENCES
Many can be viewed by clicking the hyperlinks in the article.
A growing list of journal articles discussing aspects of the slowdown in global average surface warming are available on the NERC-funded DEEP-C project
website.
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The ENSO blog is written, edited, and moderated by Michelle L’Heureux (NOAA CPC), Emily Becker and Tom DiLiberto (contractors to CPC), Anthony
Barnston (IRI), and Rebecca Lindsey (contractor to NOAA CPO). Posts reflect the views of the bloggers themselves and not necessarily Climate.gov,
NOAA, or Columbia University/IRI.
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The Unutilized Potential Of The Deep Ocean Heat Sink. (Http://Www.climate.gov//Comment/370#Comment-370)
Submitted by JIm Baird on Fri, 2014-10-24 09:39

Ocean heat is concentrated near the surface because warm water is less dense than cold. The second law of thermodynamics dictates that heat moves to
a cold sink however and the destination of least resistance for tropical heat is the poles where it melts the icecaps.
Cyclones are often the transport mechanism for this movement and they and sea level rise have been identified by the IPCC as the greatest risks of
climate change.
Heat pipes can bypass the physical resistance to benign heat movement into the deep because they utilize phase changes of a working fluid to move heat
from the high pressure evaporator end of the pipe to the low pressure condensing end where the latent heat of condensation is dispersed into the cold
sink. It takes seconds to move surface heat to an ocean depth of 1000 meters whereas it takes as long as 350 years to diffuse there naturally. By placing a
turbine hooked to a generator in the vapor stream mechanical and electrical energy can be produced.
Estimates are the oceans have the potential to produce between 14 and 25 terawatts of power with ocean thermal energy conversion.
Due to the low thermal dynamic efficiency of this process, resulting from the small temperature difference between the tropical surface and ocean water at
1000 meters, approximately 20 times more heat has to be moved than power extracted from the system. To produce 14 TW of power therefore 14 TWh
would be converted and an additional 280 TWh would be moved to the depths.
The 2010 NOAA study of John Lyman et al. estimated the oceans are accumulating 330 TWh each year so virtually all of this could be moved to the deep
where it “would have virtually zero impact” or be converted to productive use.
The coefficient of expansion of sea water at 1000 meters is half that of the tropical surface thus there is an additional sea level benefit from this process
over and above the short-circuiting of heat movement towards the poles. Due to the negligible temperature increase of the water at depth there would be
little change in the density of the water so it would take many years for the heat to migrate back to the surface. A paper submitted to the 2012 American
Geophysical Union conference by Norm Rogers, suggests the rate of diffusion is about 4 meters/year.
As James Hansen et al. put it in the 2010 paper Earth’s energy imbalance and implications – “The rate of ocean heat uptake determines the planetary
energy imbalance, which is the most fundamental single measure of the state of Earth’s climate.”
We need to increase the uptake of the deeper ocean.
reply (http://www.climate.gov//comment/reply/395934/370)
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RE: The Unutilized Potential Of The Deep Ocean Heat Sink. (Http://Www.climate.gov//Comment/466#Comment-466)
Submitted by Rick Guest on Tue, 2014-12-02 02:45

Have you calculated all the possible/probable ramifications of being wrong? Since we humans have only been around for an insignificant amount of time it
seems egotistical of anyone to assert that they know all the facts. It seems unlikely that any egoist is capable of actually attempting to defend "the other
side". We used to do that in college....remember?
reply (http://www.climate.gov//comment/reply/395934/466)
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Carbon Fee Or Tax (Http://Www.climate.gov//Comment/373#Comment-373)
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Submitted by Jan Freed on Fri, 2014-10-24 10:38

Knowledge of the problem is one thing. Solutions are another. We need a national carbon price. In fact, the transition to low carbon world is a boon - a
huge economic benefit.
A recent study by blue ribbon panel Regional Economic
Modeling Inc. demonstrates that a
small rebated carbon tax (100% rebated to citizens) would actually add millions
of jobs, add over $1 T (!) to the GDP, save 200,000 lives, create a monthly
income (from the rebate) and, MOST IMPORTANT, reduce emissions 50% (three times
faster than EPA regs) - in just 20 years.
This from prestigious REMI.....
http://citizensclimatelobby.or (http://www.climate.gov/http://citizensclimatelobby.or)...
This approach won the MIT Climate Change Proposals Contest :
It is called “The Little Engine That Could.”
http://climatecolab.org/web/gu (http://www.climate.gov/http://climatecolab.org/web/gu)...
Carbon Fee and Rebate is a small government (it doesn't keep
a dime), free market, pro-life policy.
Will the GOP in Congress stand by their hallowed principles or by the ff
industry?
Such bills are waiting in Congress. If we don't vote, the deniers' lobbyists win.
reply (http://www.climate.gov//comment/reply/395934/373)
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